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in the spaces provided.
the answer books.

b. How do you differentiate hazard and risk?
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EN1102-Environmental pollution Remediation and Toxicology
Structured and Essay Type Timo. 7 r

lndex Number
INSTRUCTIONS

Answer ALL q uestions.
Answer to the structured questions in part A must be written
Answers to essay type questions in part B must be written on
All questions carry equal marks.
Only non-programmable calculators are permitted.
Nlobile Phones are not allor.;ed

PART A - Structured Type - Answer ALL euestions
1' Risk analysis is very important in the determination of threats due to the environmnetal pollution.

a. List the major stemps in risk analysis.

Time: 2 Hours and 30 Minutes

(05 Marks)
c. List the reasons for the environmnetal risk assessment.



d. l-ist the steps in Risk assessment with a brief desciprion of each step.

a

e. Dose Response Assessment is performed during the environmnetal risk assessment.

o What does it mean by the Dose Response Assessment?
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A farmer is exposed to Trifluralin, a commonly used pesticide, while working in the fields.

Calculate the risk of the worker exposed to 0.015mg/m3 who works B hours per day, 6 days a

week, for 4.5 months a year, and for 30 years. Assume a body weight of 70.0 kg and an

inhalation volume of 20m3 per B hours. The slope factor for Trifluralin is g.4 x L0-1 (mg/kg .

day\-1.

o Determine the carcinogenic risk arising from the above exposure.
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suggesting to the farmer?

(10 Marks)
2. a. Distinguish between primary and secondary air pollutants.

f.

i.

i
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(10 Marks)

b. What is meant by SpM ?
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c. Distinguish between PM10 and PM2.5

(10 Marks)

d. Briefly describe what are the reasons for oboe categorization of particulate matter

(20 Marks)

e. State 3 methods which can applied for particulate pollution control from the source.

(1-0 Marks)

f. State three methods which can applied for NOx emission control from the source.

(10 Marks)

g. State three methods which can applied for SOx emission control from the source.

What is meant by emission inventory?

(10 Marks)

State four areas which gathered information from emission inventories can be applied in the air

q uality management Plan/sYstem.

t.
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PART B - Essay Type - Answer I HKtrE quts>Lrr'rrr:

1.(a).Whatdoesremediationmeanwithrespecttotheenvironmnetalpollution?Brieflyexplain. (10 Marks)

rb).The samll tank near the gate of the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ruhuna have been polluted'

F::-:lly Adr:rjris:ralion reotlests you to look into the matter and identify the sources of pollutions

an: --:k: a l:r-glas: r'g L'l:'' lc prevent the pollution further'

t.'1.ia:3rein:.''r,3'si's:3pstobefollor''redtoidentrfythepollutionproblem? (15 Marks)

ii. what are the steps you would follow for the preparation of pollution prevention plan'

(15 Marks)

(c). what are the major anthropogenic activities that accelerate the environmental pollution?
(20 Marks)

(d). once a toxicant enters into the body, the actuar effect of a toxic chemicar on the target organ determined by

severalprocesses.Whatarethoseprocesses?Explainthembriefly. (30 Marks)

(e).Listmajorpollutantsthatreleasetotheenvironmentduetoagriculturalactivities(includinganimal
husbandrY) (10 Marks)

2, (a). Phase distribution is very important in pollution distribution' What is meant by phase distribution?
(20 Marks)

(b). How do you use following coefficients for the phase distribution?
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(c). Following soil properties were determined in a contaminated site'

o Soil water content - 28% (volume basis)

(20 l'4arks)

o Soil gas content - 12%

o Bulk densitY of the soil - 1'5 g/cm'

i. The concentration of a particular pollutant in soilwater is 6.5 mg/1. lf the sorption coefficient and the

Henry,s constant of the pollutant in the site is 10 mL/g and 0'25, respectively; Determine the unit mass

of the contaminant in the site 
(25 Marks)

ii.Determinethepollutantfractioninwater,airandretainedbysoilsolids. (15 Marks)

iii. lf the volume of contaminated soil in the site is 550 m3, calculate the total contaminant mass'

(20 Marks)

3. Noise generation is associated with most of our daily activities. A hearthy human ear responds to a very wide

range of spl from - the threshold of hearing at zero dB, uncomforLable at 100-120 dB and painful at 130-140 dB'

Due to the various adverse impacts of noiseln humans and environment, noise should be controlled'

a. write an account on strategic noise management plan for the industry with noise generation activities

describing all steps involved staring from best approach' 
(60 Marks)

b. write technical illustration about nose control measures taken by industry visited at your field exposure

. visit. ' (40 Marks)



4. a.

C.

d.

Explain what emission trading is and how it may be used to promote reduced emissions between

international neighbours.
(10 Marks)

(40 Marks)

What is the SDG related to air pollution and explain its target
(20 Marks)

Describe a biological and chemical indoor air pollutant (2 different pollutants), its potentral health impacts

and describe t,,vo (2) potential engineering remedies to re- duce their health impacts.
(30 Va.ks)
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Effects on human, plants and

environment

vii. VOC


